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This catalogue (which could be extended) is worth recalling for
the light that it throws on organization, and particularly on the
value of a general staff. Even Fisher would have gained by
more co-ordinated thinking.
Between 1910 and 1914 some difficult special problems
developed. One was that of oil-fuel. Fisher was an enthusiast
for it on fighting grounds; but how, with no home or even
Empire oil-wells, was a war-time supply to be guaranteed?
The policy adopted was to form the Anglo-Persian Oil Com-
pany, with the state holding half its shares: a novel plan rather
alarming to political purists. Another difficulty was how to
provide the fast-growing navy with enough officers. A capital
ship could be built in two years, but to train an officer from
Dartmouth up took seven. Churchill to meet this brought in
cadets at an older age from the public schools—good material,
but entailing some loss of homogeneity. Yet other difficulties
concerned the naval ratings, With the main fleets in home
waters, they came much more into contact with working-class
opinion on shore; and movements developed for better pay and
a modernized discipline. In 1909 McKerma passed a not unim-
portant act distinguishing (on lines adopted for the army three
years earlier) between prison for criminal offences and deten-
tion for breaches of rules. Questions of pay grew urgent, not
merely for contentment but for recruiting. As the British and
German navies expanded, it began to be an advantage for the
latter that, under conscription, it was never short of men.
Churchill's sensible efforts to improve the scales were a good
deal hampered by the treasury and the house of commons. He
justly protested against their readiness to risk fleet-wide dis-
content for sums which beside the costs of naval construction
were trifling.
At the height of the race in warships help from the overseas
Empire became very welcome. New Zealand and the Federated
Malay States each contributed a battle-cruiser. Another was
given by Australia, but earmarked for use in Australian waters.
In Canada the Borden government in 1912-13 made a deter-
mined effort to pass a bill for the construction of three battle-
ships; but the opposition under Sir Wilfred Laurier keenly
opposed it, and procured its rejection by the Senate. In the war
sequel the main contribution of the Dominions, as of India, was
to be on the military side.

